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Full speed ahead
for Navy ROTC
by Tom St. Amand
Staff Writer
Navy ROTC will join UMO's Air Force and army ROTC programs inJanuary despite and ongoing debate on the procedures used to establish theprogram.
UMO's Program Development and Curriculum Committee was formedFeb. 28, 1983 when a debate to establish a Naval ROTC unit at UMO tookplace at a Council of Colleges meeting. A 17-12 vote was in favor of theprogram.
The minutes from that meeting say the vote came after Vice President forAcademic Affairs Richard C. Bowers "insisted that there would be no rush toimplement any new program." Bowers also agreed to refer the program to theProgram Development and Curriculum Committee.
Associate Professor of English Pat Burnes presented a report to electedmembers of the COC Oct. 5, recommending approval of the NROTCcurriculum. NROTC will begin at Orono in January.
Professor of Philosophy Doug Allen said the administration violated theProgram Development and Curriculum Committee's mandate when it didn'tinform committee members of their authority on the matter.
Allen said that when Bowers said there was, "no rush, no deadline," facultythought the NROTC unit wouldn't be admitted until there was more debate onthe subject.
The meaning of Bower's "no rush," comment is the topic of discussionamong some faculty.
COC President Jerome Nadelhaft explained the events up to now. "Therewas a move to table it (NROTC) and that was defeated so we discussed it againwith the understanding that, number one, there was no rush to implement itand, number two, the program would be sent to the program developmentcommittee for oversight of negotiations and to consider again the matters thatcame before the council. Then the motion to approve was passed.
"The council really approved the idea of a Navy ROTC program with thefinal details about all-the requirements, as I understand it, to be put in place bythe program committee."
Nadelhaft said some of the topics for negotiations included, "Who couldteach courses and whether there could be other requirements.."
"What I understand happened, is more like what didn't happen,"Nadelhaft said. "The committee was not informed of what its authority was.In fact they were in a little doubt as to why they were seeing the programanyway, (saying) 'If this has all been carried out, why does it come to us. Do
we all say yes or do we say no?"
(See NROTC page 2)
The bow of the Maine Maritime Academy's training ship, the 13,300 tonT. V. State of Maine, looms over Castine Harbor. UMO students joiningUMO's soon-to-be established Navy Reserve Officers' Training Corps will
use MMA's training facilities.(Harman photo)
Longley Foundation offers $600 scholarshipsby Patti Fink
Staff Writer
The Governor James B. Longley Annual
Scholarship was established this year at UMO by a
grant from the James B. Longley Foundation,
said Director of Student Aid, Burt Batty.
Batty said awards of $600 will be made to a
sophmore, junior and senior undergraduate.
Recipients of the award will be known as the
"Governor Longley Scholars" and the awards
may be renewed each year until graduation.
Communiqu
Thursday, Oct. 20
Career Planning and Placement
Workshop. "Interviewing
Techniques." Career Planning
Seminar Room, Wingate. II a.m.
Pre
-Professional Program
Orientation Session. Job location
workshop. North Lown Room,
Union. 11:30 a.m.
CAPS Brown Bag Discussion.
"Microcomputer Terminology for
Novices." 1912 Room, Union.
Noon.
French Table. Yellow Dining
Room, Hilltop Commons. Noon.
TIAA-CREF Discussion. Private
Dining Room, Stewart Commons.
Noon.
(continued on page 14)
James B. Longley Jr., chairman of the
scholarship fund, said freshmen were excludedbecause "we want the people giving out the
awards to be familiar with the students. We want
to know people, not paper. Also, many
scholarships and some financial aid awardedduring high school are not available after the first
year of college."
Two students from six vacational technicalinstitutes in Maine will be awarded $300 each.
"We are trying to bring some recognition to
vocational schools," said Longley.
Three students from five colleges (UMO,
Bowdoin, Bates, Colby and UMF) will be awarded$600 each.
"We're giving out more than $15,000 a year
without any paid staff," said Longley.
Longley said other schools will be added to the
list as soon as the fund has more money. There is
"somewhere in the vacinity of $140,000 in an
endowment fund," said Longley. This is a fund
which holds the scholarship fund and is invested
through the bank. (See Longley page 2)
Despite dorm closings, BCC future soars
by Rob Doscher
Staff Writer
Bangor Community College might be a phoenix
rising alongside the runways of Bangor International
Airport but university administrators say they are still
only cautiously optimistic about BCC's future.
BCC was the smallest of the seven colleges at UMO
three years ago but increased enrollment moved its
ranking to fourth behind the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences, Engineering and Life Sciences and
Agriculture.
In 1978, however, more than 500 UMO students were
required to live in BCC dormitories because of
overcrowding on the Orono campa. A drop in
enrollment as well as in the number of people living in
dormitories at UMO changed that and now only
Augusta and Belfast Halls remain open to the 200 BCC
stAxients living in dormitories.
Director of Residential Life Ross Moriarty said three
BCC dormitories were closed last May when Bangor's
city government decided to shut down the steam plant
which heated the five dormitories. City officials said the
plant was too expensive to operate.
During the summer Residential Life spent $100,000 toinstall steam heating systems in Belfast and Augusta
Halls. "The three dorms that were closed would not
have been used anyway but it did become necessary toinstall heating in those two dorms," Moriarty said.
Moriarty said the university has no immediate plansfor Lewiston, Rockland and Ellsworth Halls because
"whoever wants to occupy them must provide major
renovations to make the dorms habitable. Just installinginternal heating systems will be costly."
Associate Dean of Student Affairs, Sharon
Dendurent, said UMO students who lived at BCC
tended to take a more active role in the organizations at
(See BCC page 3)
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• NROTC
No one reminded the committee of
its authority. This was probably an
oversight on my part. I assumed that
the administration would come in since
the administration called it together
and presented the program, and they
would have said. "This is what y ou
have been asked to do. But they
didn't."
Doug Allen said,. "We assumed we
would be able to meet with this
committee and bring up academic
questions. Part of its charge was that
this new committee would examine
new questions that were raised."
Allen said most of the faculty at the
Feb. 28 COC meeting were against the
NROTC program.
"I should point out," Nadelhaft
said, "and I think this is very
important, that when this was
discussed at the February meeting of
the Council of Colleges, there was
considerable opposition to It and the
opposition amounted to 14 votes, and
(NROTC) passed only because all the
administrators voted in favor of it,
unanimously.
"When it was discussed, not many
administrators spoke on the matter,"
Nadelhaft said. "Vice President
Bowers argued in favor of it. By and
large, the faculty who were there
spoke against it."
Allen said, "It was my understand-
ing that 90 percent of the faculty was
against it." Allen also said many
faculty members had left before the
voting.
Pat Burnes said some possible
changes were talked about at the
Program Development and Curriculum
Committee meeting.
"The NROTC curriculum should
have a strong humanities base. They
should have a philosophical under-
standing of war."
Associate Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs. Ronald Tallman said
colleges can decide which credits they
will accept from ROTC members, but
requirements couldn't be introduced.
(continued from page 1)
Tallman said the NROTC unit would
have to follow a program that is
nationwide, and requiring students
studying military science to take
specific courses would be unfair.
"I think it would be inappropriate
for us to tell a physics major he has to
take a course an English major doesn't
have to take," he said.
Nadelhaft said Tallman was partly
accurate. "There is a standard ROTC
program that you will find across the
country, no matter what school you're
in. They have required courses and all
ROTC students have to take a course
in management, a course in leader-
ship; they take specific courses all
over. The basic program is the same.
"In many places' that basic program
is all there is. But in lots of schools
around the country that have a Naval
ROTC program, they impose require-
ments on students in ROTC that are in
addition to what the Navy has
required.
"Perhaps the most extensive use of
this is made at the University of North
Carolina. North Carolina, in addition
to a NROTC program and other ROTC
programs, has something called a
peace and war program. Anybody
enrolled in ROTC must take some
courses in this program in order to
satisfy the university's requirement
for ROTC programs people. They
include courses in, diplomatic rela-
tions, courses in peace, courses in
pacifist literature. The precedent
exists for having an ROTC program
and then putting on students in that
program additional requirements."
Nadelhaft said, "One can argue
about if it's fair or unfair, but if he
(Talltnan) is saying that the programs
are set and it's not done anywhere,
then he's wrong."
Tallman said the NROTC program at
UMO would be in conjuction with the
existing unit at the Maine Maritime
Academy.
Commander Richard McHugh of
MMA said. "Courses will be taught
Classifieds
Jobs
OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/ year
round. Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields. S500-S1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC Box 52-
ME Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
JOBS OVERSEAS M/F (Including
Australia, South Pacific, Europe, Africa,
Alaska, Cruise Ships, Airlines). All
Occupations. T.emporary and Full Time.
-.S20,000 to $60,000. Call Now! 206-73.6-
5103 EXT 145. Lost
Blue Velcro Wallet, Blue strip & Gold
stripe. Lost in vicinity of Memorial
Gymnasium. Reward offered- no
questions asked, 581-4152 ask for Don.
MISSING: White Cardboard Zerox
Box. Contains albums, shoes, letters and
pictures of owner. If found please contact
Tina Giruvard 130 Penobscot Hall.
Lost. A 16 inch gold chain. Lost
somewhere between Hancock and
Chadbourne. Contact Michele Gray at
581'8 Wanted
Used Piano Wanted. Appearance is
unimportant. Just want good sound, Call
Brendan 866-3898.
--We Movies-To-Go
ritfl IDEO CENTER
Broadway.Shopping Center
Bangor. Maine 04401
Rent A Video Cassette Recorder Now
Affordable Rates
each additional day $5
Overnight $t5- Mt 76.
includes 1 free movie
each additional movie $3
Open: M-Th, 9:30 a.m.-7 p.m.; Fri-Sat, 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
t-iONAE VIDEO
The view looking north over Castine harbor from high atop tile Maine
Maritime Academy's training ship, the T. V. State of Maine. The Maine
Campus photographer shot the photo from the top of the ship's radar
platform. (Harman ho(o)
with active duty Navy and Marine
Corps officers from MMA. We're right
now in the final stages of negotiations.
The actual courses would be started in
January.-
Tallman said, "We are not
necessarily committed to having a
program here in January or at all. The
University of Maine will benefit
somewhat. More importantly the
students will benefit."
"It gives them (students) an option.
It is an honorable profession and it
carries scholarship money," Nadelhaft
said. And "As one student (at the COC
meeting) pointed out, she was in
ROTC for a year. I don't know if it was
Army or what have you, and it was a
wonderful experience because she
learned how to put together and take
apart a machine-gun. She was not
being facetious. This was a wonderful
opportunity."
• Longley
"The Governor James B. Longley
Annual Scholarship was established
when my father was ill with cancer,"
Longley said. He knew about the
award. but didn't have a lot to do with
it. He didn't want much money to go
into his funeral so we established the
scholarship in his memory a little more
than three years ago."
"Applications for the scholarship
can be obtained in the student aid
office on campus and the center for
student services at BCC," said Batty.
Batty said, "this (scholarship) is
unique. It calls for qualities that one
person exhibited during his lifetime."
The James B. Longley Foundation
has identified persistence, determin-
ation, an unwillingness to quit, a
respect for the rights of others,
unselfishness, compassion and
ambition "as such qualities." Batty
said a student does not have to show
all of these qualities.
To receive the award, the student
(continued from page 1)
must be enrolled full-time at the
University of Maine at Orono or
Bangor Campus, must complete the
Financial Aid Form (FAF) demonstrat-
ing financial need, must be -a Maine
native and must have fan overall
gradepoint average of 2.8 or better."
Batty said 'we decided on 2.8
because a lot of students would be cut
off at three. People with less than 3.0
may also be good students."
The deadline for completed Applic-
ations is Oct. 30, 1983.
Longley said the administration of
each college or institute will decide
which students will be named
Governor Longley Scholars because
the Board of the fund (composed of 11
family and non-family members)
would not know the students.
Governor Longley Scholars will be
invited to a banquet with all Longley
Scholars, said Batty. This will be held
in the spring in Lewiston, said
Longley.
C Kottuelut Food Clookne
I I IP
kntucky Fried
Chicken.
650 Broadway
BANGOR, ME 04401
945-5993
Call for information.
We deliver.
PRAYER
+ 12:20 Noon, Thursday
Drummond Chapel
The Maine Christian Association
UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS STILLWATER AVE.
WNStudent Discounts°0;r538sti
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• BCC
BCC. Since UMO students are no
longer housed at BCC .she said,
"Students from the community college
are now taking much more active
leadership roles. We are building a
much closer-knit community because
Orono students housed at BCC stayed
only temporarily while students
enrolled at BCC usually stay two years
and become more familiar with each
other."
Assistant Dean for Academic
Services, Tracy Gran, said the number
of non-traditional students has in-
creased for day courses. In the past
older students usually registered for
night classes which makes their
current trend of taking day courses
encouraging to Gran. "They add so
much more depth to a class because
their experiences tend to be more
varied.," Gran said.
Gran said the number of faculty
members has increased from 39 to 42
during the last tlia years to handle the
increased student enrollment and to
help support college sponsored CED
courses at/ high schools in Winter
Harbor, Ellsworth, Dexter, Bucksport,
Old Town and Lincoln.
Grin said a new program, medical
records technology, will be offered
next fall and is expected to attract
about 50 additional students to BCC.
The physical changes at BCC since
UMO students left the dormitories do
not only include the closing of
dormitories but also the moving of the
(continued from page 1)
dining commons from Brewer Hall to
the student Union and the relocation of
the health center from Lewiston Hall
to Bangor City Hospital, Dendurent
said. "The dining hall is further away
from the dormitories than when it waS
at Brewer Hall and many students may
not be aware that the health center is at
BCH," she said.
Dendurent said health center signs
are being placed outside the hospital to
inform students of the relocation and
that no complaints about the changes
have been brought to her attention.
"The new location of the health center
is accessible but not visible. However,
we hope more students become aware
of and utilize the facilities at the health
center," she said.
Gran said the change in the BCC bus
schedule, which reduced its weekly
trips and cut its weekend trips, has
limited communication between
students at BCC and UMO and
consequently "the two campuses don't
feel as attached to one another as they
used to."
Dendurent said the small size of
BCC is well-suited to the students who
attend the college. "Many students at
BCC come from very small
communities in Maine and would get
discouraged if they attended a large
university. This community college
affords them the opportunity to get a
good education at a smaller school
with an environment similar to that
from which they came."
Coaching Positions at Orono High School
- Girls Basketball Coach Freshman & Junior High
- Basketball Cheering Coach Junior & Senior High
Apply at Principal's Office Goodrich Drive
Orono, ME 866-4916
Now Renting
at
StiiiWater Village Apartments
1 --One Bedroom 1 -- Two Bedroom
Includes heat, hotwater, refrigerator,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, stove, and
shag carpeting throughout the apartment.
Laundry facilities on property. Parking for two cars.
Call 866-2658
vEadv
300 11 a i
Bangor. NI a 111` HOLLAND Dun -
Every Thursday is
- 
Heineken
Night
$1.05
All Night
Salesman seeks U.S. Senate seat
by Tim Smith
staff writer
Al David, a 56-year-old furniture
salesman from Bangor, announced his
candidacy for the U.S. Senate Tuesday
at a press conference in UMO's
Memorial Union.
David said his campaign is "blessed
with material and spiritual wealth"
and that financial backing must come
from people favoring a candidate not
obligated to political action commit-
tees or lobbies and with no campaign
debts.
Without money or political backing
and with an amateur staff, David said
he will win a Senate seat if the voters
feel they are running with him.
David said it is his goal to win a
substantial percentage of the vote, but
he is not trying to be a spoiler.
"My campaign will be a success if I
can set an example for other
pay-as-you-go candidates," he said.
"I'm not campaigning to develop a
political career. After my term n in
office, another candidate must con-
tinue the cause for either one term or
as apolitical career," he said.
David's two major pledges are to
promote nuclear freeze and the
political% and economic equality of
women.
"Reagan-Atomics and Senator Billy
'build-down' Cohen arc two of the
Goliaths that need to be beaten," he
said.
IT'S THE
- LAST WEEK
OF THE
David said that Cohen's proposal of
eliminating two old nuclear weapons
for each new one is a nuclear
disarmament build-down that, in
reality,. is "a build-up that leads to
blow-up."
He said, "Reagan is now fighting
half a war in Central America-just as
we did in Vietnam. This is patchwork
diplomacy. No one wins half wars and
half wars lead to whole wars. Do you
want yourselves and your children to
be cannon fodder of Reagan-atomics or
of a senseless war."
If he wins, David said, half of his
staff and half of his appointments will
be women because, he said women
tend to be more compassionate, kind,
loving, caring and understanding than
men.
"Women's influence is needed in
the race for peace and survival," he
said.
David said his political philosophy is
a balance between free enterprise and
social legislation. He said that the day
after the election, if elected, he will
register as Republican or a Democrat.
He said he would do this because he
favors the two-party system and he
seeks to set an example so that other
candidates will come forward in other
states throughout the country.
David is married and has three sons.
He graduated from Boston University
in 1954 with a B.S. in public relations.
u.449
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Bayview Street
Camden
Main Street
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and our newest store
West Market Square
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Downtown Bangor
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World/U.S. News 
Americans win physics, chemistry Nobels
STOCKHOLM ,Sweden(AP) - American
scientists won the 1983 Nobel prizes in
physics and chemistry Wednesday,
completing the first U.S. sweep since
1976 of all the prestigious science
awards.
The announcements by the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences contin-
ued an American dominance of the
science prizes since World War II.
Laureates announced Wednesday
were astrophysicists Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar of the ,University of
Chicago and William A. Fowler of the
California Institute of Techonology,
who shared the physics prize, and
Henry Taube of Stanford University.
Chandrasekhar and Fowler, are the
second pair of astrophysicists ever to
win the Nobel Prize, were honored for
pioneering work on evolution of stars.
Taube won for identifying the
process through—Whin-tub-atomic
particles called ions jump between
molecules, helping to explain how
plants make food, how batteries work
and other common chemical reactions.
Their American citizenship is not
the only common thread linking them
to this year's previous U.S. winners:
Barbara McClintock of New York's
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, in
medicine, and Gerard Debreu of the
University of California in Berkeley,
who won the Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Science.
Another link is age - Wednesday
was Chandrasekhar's 73rd birthday,
Fowler is 72. Taube 67, Miss
McClintock 81 and Debreu 62. None is
of the new generation of scientists.
All five were honored mainly for
work done decades earlier.
Chandrasekhar, whose best-known
work was 50 years ago when he
predicted6the existence of dying stars
King's birthday
nears holiday status
WASHINGTON.(AP)- The Senate sent
President Reagan on Wednesday a bill
establishing a national holiday in
memory of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
That supreme honor has been
accorded only one other American.
George Washington.
Reagan has promised to sign the
bill, which designates the third
Monday in January., starting in 1986,
as a legal holiday in King's name.
Final congressional action, sought for
years. came more than 15 years after
the civil rights leader was assas-
sinated.
Fielding questions at his first news
conference in nearly three months.
Reagan said he would sign a bill,
which cleared the Senate 78-22 earlier
in the day. to make a legal federal
holiday honoring Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., the civil rights leader
assassinated on April 4. 1968. King
would be the first American so
honored since George Washington.
a piece of geography,
Kin 's Widow  s'"--------------'—'butson a of idealtl."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., told the Senate that King"de:
serves the place which this legislation
gives him beside Washington and
Columbus. In a very real sense, he was
--the see-6nd father of our country, the
second founder of a new world that is
. not only a place,
noble set
Martin III, watched from the Senate
gallery as the climactic roll call was
taken. The family was accompanied by
singer Stevie Wonder; Benjamin
Hooks, president of the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People; and Joseph Lowry,
head of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference that King
founded.
The president said he would have
preferred something less than a
full-fledged holiday, but he recognized
King's symbolic importance to the
black community.
"Since they seem bent on making it
a national holiday...I will sign that
legislation," Reagan said.
MDOT chief resigns post
BANGOR, Maine (AP)- George
Campbell today announced his
resignation as commissioner of
Maine's Department of
Transportation. Campbell said he will
accept an out-of-state post in the rail
industry.
The announcement came at the
Maine Municipal Association's annual
convention, where he served as
moderator at a workshop session
on block grants.
Saying that he wished to interject "a
personal message," Campbell told the
audience he was leaving his state post
Dec. 2 to accept a management job
with the Maine Central and Boston &
Maine railroads.
A statement released today said
Campbell will concentrate on the
development of a "multi-modal
transportation system" in the North-
east.
"Transportation is the key to
economic recovery in the Northeast,
and I want to contribute to that
recovery on a regional basis," the
commissioner said in his statement.
In his new post, Campbell will work
with Timothy Mellon's Guilford
Industries, which acquired the Maine
Central and B&M, and is seeking to
add the Delaware & Hudson to its
consolidated rail network.
Campbell said- the consolidation
represents the Northeast's first real
chance to compete with the Midwest
movement of goods by rail.
"I view this as a challenge which
serves to extend my past experiences
and achievements in transportation
and economic development," he said.
known as white dwarfs. Colleagues at
the time discounted his theory, but
astronomers have since proven not
only that white dwarfs exist but they
are among the most common in the
cosmos.
."My work is usually appreciated
after some length of time,"
Cahndrasekhar said in a statement
released through the University of
Chicago.
"My reaction is one of great
humility because so many people are
involved," said Fowler, reached by
telephone at a conference he was
attending at the Yerkes observatory in
Williams Bay. Wis.
Taube, telephoned at home on the
Stanford Campus, said: "What does
one say? Obviously, I'm pleased and of
course I was astonished."
Of the five, only Miss McClintock
and Fowler are native Americans.
Chandrasekhar was born in India,
Tube in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
agid Debreu in Calais, France.
Before World War II, Americans
had won only six physics prizes and
three in chemistry. Since 1943, U.S.
physicists have won or shared the
Nobel 41 times and chemists 23 times.
Gas truck explodes on 1-95
KENNEBUNK, Maine (AP)-Ati over-
turned truck leaked 8,400 gallons of
gasoline on the Maine Turnpike and
exploded in flames Wednesday as it
was being 41auled upright by a
wrecker, state police said.
"There were a few close calls, but
no injuries," said Fred LaMontagne, a
dispatcher at the state police barracks
in Scarborough.
An 18-mile stretch of the busy toil
road from Exit 2 in Wells to Exit 4 in
Biddeford was closed in both
directions as a result of the accident.
Traffic was diverted to two-lane U.S.
1. which runs parallel to the four-lane
turnpike.
State police said the truck, owned by
McGee Transport of Portsmouth.
N.H., overturned shortly before 7 a.m.
The driver, whose identity was not
immediatley known, was taken to
Webber Hospital for observation.
Police said workers from the
Department of Environmental Protec-
tion and a pollution control company
were able to keep the gasoline from
entering a brook that feeds into
Kennebunk's public water supply.
State police initially closed the
turnpike's southbound lanes between
Wells and Kennebunk, then also shut
down the northbound lanes for safety
reasons and to hasten arrival of
emergency vehicles to the scene.
The explosions took place after an
estimated 6,000 gallons of gasoline
had been recovered from a nearby
culvert and from the truck. Officials
said roughly 2,400 gallons had seeped
into the ground.
LaMontagne said gasoline fumes
and residue in the tanker's compart-
ments apparently exploded as crews
were attempting to lift the truck onto
its wheels.
Four Marines wounded
BEIRUIT, Lebanon( A P)- Artillery and
rocket fire shook Beirut -Wednesday 
and a car bomb wounded four U.S.
Marines. The government_ canceled a
scheduled peace conference because
three opposition leaders rejected the
site.
Marine spokesman Maj. Robert
Jordan said one Marine received a
superficial head wound and three
others suffered lacerated eardrums or
face and hand cuts when the bomb
exploded as a convoy of four American
military vehicles passed the Kuwait
Embassy on Beirut's southern edge.
He described all the injuries as
minor. State radio said a Lebanese
police guard at the embassy also was
wounded.
. -
•Witnesses said the bomb, in a blue
Mercedes, shattered the windows and
flattened the front tires of a two and
one-half ton truck in the convoy.
The area is across from the
Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra
and Chatilla, and Jordan said
Palestinians ran to help the Marines.
Witnesses said the area was sealed off
quickly by authorities.
Police said eight people were killed,
including six civilians, and 27 injured
as the Lebanese army and opposition
Druse and Shiite militiamen exchang-
ed artillery and rocket fire in
mountains east of Beirut and the
shantytowns south of the city.
Tylenol case opens in court
CHICAGO, (AP)-The lawyer for James
W. Lewis, accused of trying to extort
$1 million from the makers of Tylenol,
told a federal jury Wednesday his
client did indeed write the letter
demanding money but did not intend
to commit extortion.
In a surprising opening argument,
defense attorney Michael Monico
acknowl&lged that Lewis was the
author of a letter to Johnson &
Johnson demanding $I million to
"stop the killing" of Chicago-area
residents by cyanide-laced Tylenol.
The 37-year-old Lewis, Monico said,
"is not charged with sending a vile
and stupid letter."- He is charged
with attempted extortion, the lawyer
said.
Monico said the government must
prove Lewis intended to commit the
crime and to deprive Johnson &
Johnson of $1 million.
However, Monico said, what the
evidence will show instead is that
Lewis intended to expose misdoing.
He said Lewis was angry with hit
wife's former employer, who owned a
travel agency that went out of
business. He said the head of that
agency gave his employees, including
Lewis' wife, LeAnn, checks- that
bounced.
The bank account number in which
the $1 million was to be deposited was
that of the travel agency, Monico said.
a.
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The Stooges figure being nice to Wolfman is good 'practice' for three quacks.
Besides, old Wolfy isn't such a bad guy.
From vaudeville
to a weekly
television series,
the Stooges did it
all!!
A tribute to
'The Three Stooges'
(seepage 10)
Larry,Moe and Curly are obliged to fill in for a trio of girls in Rythm and Weep
(1946)
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Fiction:
Hannah Bumpus
•.p
by Li Russell
0 ne more night and it would complete 38 years ofmarriage to Dutch Bumpus. Hannah felt as if shehad climbed the cliffs of Mt. Waldo in the dead of
winter and had finally reached the top. When she had first
thought of leaving him, at least six months ago, she
thought she was pipe dreaming but now, unbeknown to
Dutch, here she was lying beside him for the last night.
Dutch nudged her shoulder. "Petit-pet, go get me a cigarette," he
said.
Without saying a word or snapping on a light, Hannah tossed the
sheet back and swung her tired legs over the side of _the bed. She
headed to where she knew his shirt would be slung over his chair in
the corner. Feeling the package in the pocket, she took it out and
started back toward the bed.
"Don't forget my lighter. Sweetie,"
he said. He socked up the feathers in
his pillow, crushed them down again
with his shoulders and rested his head
against the maple headboard. Hannah
held the cigarettes and lighter out to
him in the square of moonlight shining
in from the front window and it made
Dutch's sheet covered belly look like a
bowl of yeast bread. She climbed back
into bed and snuggled into her favorite
position: her knees flexed, her back
toward Dutch and her head, all but her
face, under her pillow.
She sighed. She tried to go to sleep
but her mind kept running over the
things she had tied up into a dark blue
cotton rag: toothbrush and paste, two
clean sets of underwear and a
housedress. in case it got hot. She
wasn't going to take anything that
didn't belong to her.
When Hannah awoke, it said 3:35
on the alarm clock. The moon had
shifted into the side window and was
shining on the bedroom door. She
eased her way out of bed, opened the
door slowly, pulled it closed behind
her, being careful not to snap the
latch, and tip-toed into the living
room. Next to his chair, she dropped
her nightgown onto the floor, left it
there, and quickly got into her
underwear, jersey, jeans and
sneakers. Then she went into the
pantry for her bundle of things and
placed it on the kitchen table. I've
cooked in this old kitchen for the last
time, she thought, as she glanced
around the room. The black oilstove.
looked twice its size in the moonlight.
She pulled out the dishwiper drawer
and removed the crocheted string bag
she had worked on in the kitchen while
Dutch had watched television in the
front room. She placed a small
package of Cat Chow in the bottom of
the bag. Then she scooped Stephanie,
her four year old coon-cat, out of the
pillow in the kitchen rocker, shoved
her head first into the bag and tied the
top together. Stephanie clawed at the
bag. Her nails got caught in the string.
She looked up at Hannah and cried,
"Meow, meow, me.. .0w."
"Shhhhhhh," Hannah whispered.
She picked up the cat, bag and all, and
cradled her in her arms. "I'm sorry,
Stephie. We're going to leave this
crummy place and go for a long walk.
Don't worry, baby. Mama will take
good care of you. You wait just a
minute until I get my sweater then
we're off.- She sat the cat down on the
table. She grabbed her old navy blue
sweater off the hook and put it on and
then she took the blue bandana that
had hung under it and wrapped it.
Aunt Jemima style, around her collar
length. straight, grey hair. She picked
up the handle of the cat's bag with her
left hand and pushed the top of her
bundle of clothes in her fist beside it.
With her right hand she opened the
back door, backed through it and
slowly closed it until it clicked.
She turned her back toward the
house and looked down Hard Scrabble
Road. It was quiet; the birds weren't
up yet. She started to walk, slowly at
first, as if she hadn't been practicing
for three months to get into shape. The
dew dampened her face and /he fresh
air filled her lungs. She walked faster.
Dirt scuffed under her feet so she
walked on the grass until after she had
passed the Sawyers': their bedroom
window would be open. By Hannah's
ankle, Stephanie swung, back and
forth, as if she were in a hammock.
When they were safely past the
Sawyers'. Hannah held the cat's bag
up to talk to her. Stephanie looked out
of the mesh at her. "Poor Baby,"
Hannah said, "but I couldn't leave
without you. You won't have to stay
in there long, just until Mama finds a
place for us. I'd had all I could take.
Stephie, really I did. Since Dutch
retired four years ago, I can't call my
soul my own. It's time, Stephanie,
your Daddy found out what it's like to
walk to the mailbox, and to change the
television channel, and to bring in the
wood, and to drive to town and buy his
own Old Grand-Dad.-
At the main road. Hannah crossed
over and sat on a stump. The sun came
up and the birds began to chatter from
the treetops. Suddenly, she heard the
sound of an approaching motor. She
stood up and stuck her thumb out like
the Grass boys did. A red pickup truck
stopped beside her and a middle-aged
man pushed the door out for her. She
placed Stephanie on the seat and
climbed in.
"Up kind of early, aren't you?" the
driver asked.
"Kind of."
"Where are you going?"
"Bucksport. My sister's sick. She
sent for me."
"Well, you're welcome to ride as far
as the mill," he said. "That's as far as
I go." He snapped on the radio and
listened to the news.
Hannah looked at the homes they
were passing. People are just getting
up, she thought. I wonder if Dutch is
up yet? He'll have to get used to eating
in the kitchen now or else serve
-
himself in the living-room. She smiled
as she thought of him carrying his own
TV tray.
In front of the St.Regis mill, the man
stopped the truck. Hannah
thanked him, grabbed the handle to
Stephanie's bag. picked up her bundle
and got out. Then she held the cat up
so she could look into her eyes.
"Wasn't that a 'nice man, Stephie?"
she asked. "He gave us a long ride,
didn't he?" She kissed the cat through
the mesh and then she hung the bag
down to her side and started to walk
through the town. Traffic was heavy on
Main Street with most of the cars
headed toward the mill. The few men
walking to work had lunchbaskets
hung over their arms and looked as if
they were going to the hen house to
gather the eggs. Downtown m front of
the bookstore a bundle of the Bangor
Daily News set on the sidewalk and in
the bakery shop across the street two
women were working.
Hannah walked, Stephanie's bag
swinging from her right hand and her
bundle of clothes swinging from her
left, across the bridge to Verona Island
and over the Bucksport bridge to the
mainland again. The July sun began to
beat down on her; she removed her
sweater and tied the sleeves around
her waist.
AbOut one mile down route 1 from
the bridge. Hannah got her second
ride, from a young man probably in his
late twenties. He told her his name
was Mark Stevens.
"Where are you going?" he asked,
as she got settled in on the searbeside
him.
"I'm going to Camden. My sister's,
sick."
"That's too bad," he said shaking
his head. "It would be a nice world if
we didn't have all this sickness. I've
always said, if you've got your health,
you don't have anything to worry
about." He motioned his head toward
the cat. "Nice cat you have. You'd
think he'd howl all the time stuffed in
that bag like that."
"It isn't a he,- said Hannah, "it's
Stephanie." She stuck her index finger
through a hole in the bag and
scratched the cat under her jaw. The
cat stretched up her neck. "She has
been sleeping most of the time I've
been on the road."
"Have you had your lunch yet?"
Mark asked. "By the way, what is your
name?"
"My name is Alice," she said. "I
plan to eat after I get to my sister's
house.
"That will be quite a while. Let me
buy you some lunch. We can eat in the
car so you won't have to leave the cat.
We won't lose much time." He smiled
a boyish grin. He had a deep dimple in
the center of his chin and his hair
fluffed down on his forehead as if he
were promoting a new shampoo.
"All right, if you insist," she said.
Mark drove the car into the yard of
the first drive-in restaurant that they ..
came to and Hannah ordered a
cheeseburger and a large milk. After
she ate, and drank half of her milk, she
poured the rest of the milk into her
empty burger tray and let Stephanie
out of her bag for a drink. The cat
lapped the milk up, then she dashed
over Hannah's shoulder, onto the rear
seat and up onto the window ledge.
She crouched down and looked out of
the back window.
"You naughty cat, Stephanie,"
Hannah called. "Come here."
"Let her ride there," Mark said.
"She's all right.- He started the car
and drove on through Belfast. At the
intersection of route 1 and 52, he
turned right.
"1 need to get out here," she said.
"No, you don't, this is a shortcut
through the country. This road takes
you to Camden the back way, less
traffic."
"Well, if you're sure. I've never
been on this road before."
Route 52 was similar to the country
around home, Hannah thought, with
family farms here and there and the
men driving tractors bring in the hay
and the women and children working
in the gardens. Gradually the scenery
changed and the trees made the-road
appear like a tunnel. Suddenly. Mark
turned the car off the tarred route onto
an overgrown woodsroad. Bushes
snapped against the car.
"Where are you going?" Hannah
screamed.
"No place," he said and he turned
the key off. He smiled at her. "Come
over here and give me a little kiss," he
said. He reached for her arm. "You
know you have been dying to ever
since you got into my car."
"You must be crazy," she yelled
into his face. "I'm old enough to be
your grandmother." She reached for
her door handle and pushed the door
out. "Come, Stephie," she called
toward the back of the car. "Come
here quickly."
Mark grabbed Hannah's left arm.
"You wouldn't have gotten in my car
unless you were looking for
something,- he said. He pulled her
toward him and his eyes sparkled. She
twisted her arm muscles but her arm
couldn't move. He was hurting her.
"Stephanie, run away," she
screamed. "Run, Stephie. Skat," She
doubled her right hand and punched
Mark as hard as she could right in the
groin. He hollered and grabbed his
crotch with both hands. Hannah
scrambled out of the doorway and ran
into the woods. "Come on, Stephie."
she cried. "Please. Kitty, kitty, kitty."
(continued on next page)
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(continued from page 6)
Under her feet, dead twigs snapped
and dry leaves rustled; bushes pulled at
her sweater. Then she heard the car
door slam and the motor start. She
stood still and her heart pounded. The
car backed out onto the road, the tires
screeched and then the car drove out
of hearing.
"Stephanie," she called as she
hurried back to where the car had
been parked. "Stephanie. Come on,
Stephie. Come to Mama." She held
her breath and listened. A chipmunk
scurried across the road. A
woodpecker worked at a hollow tree. A
crow cawed from a distance. Hannah's
knees felt shaky; she sat down on the
warm pine-needles and stared into the
woods. In the stillness, two orange
butterflies fluttered from bush to
bush, sometimes stopping on blades of
tall grass.
"Stephie, please don't be gone. I
can't bear it without you," she
sobbed. "My poor Stephie. What's
going to happen to you?" She slid the
bandana off her hair and held it over
her eyes.Her body shook as she cried
and her muscles relaxed as if her
_ —
energy drained away with her tears.
I'll wait, she thought. She stretched
her tired legs straight and rested her
head on her arms. The sun soaked
through her clothes and warmed her
slowly as if she were S king in a warm
tub. She fell asleep.
A chill made her shiver.She opened
her eyes, looked around atici tried to
retnember where she was. The sun
was down behind the trees. Then she
saw her bandana in her hand and it all
came back to her. She stood up She
called first in one direction, then in\the
other. "Stephanie, come to Mama..,.
Come. Baby. Mama has to go now ...
Here kitty, kitty, kittieee." The noises
in the woods stopped as if they were
waiting for an answer. Hopeless and
alone: Hannah picked up a stick to
hold and walked, slowly, out of the
woods to the road.
A young couple came along in a blue
sedan and gave her a ride. They
dropped her off in front of the Camden
library. Down the street the sidewalks
in front of the little shops were
.•1• •
crowded with tourists, many of them
dressed in white and wearing
sunglasses•even though it was late in
the day. Hannah followed a path into
the park beside the library and sat on a
cement wall beside the water that
emerged from under a shop and
rushed past her down over the ledge
into the bay. The water appeared light
and bubbly as it rippled over the rocks
as if it couldn't wait to join the ocean
below. Boats of all sizes filled the
harbor. Hannah reached down, wet
her hands and splashed the cold water
onto her face.
Refreshed, she left the park, walked
past the shops and down onto the pier
where she took a seat on a wood
bench. She felt too tired to move. She
watched the sea gulls swoop down
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every chance they got for crumbs the
tourists dropped. If! was a bird ..., she
thought. Water sloshed to an invisible
rhythm against the wooden posts
holding up the pier, and rowboats, tied
to bigger boats like babies tied to their
mothers, rocked. In the water lobster
fishing boats, a few were half scraped,
and private yachts bobbed up and
down. All the boats that were not tied
to a pier pointed toward the sea as if
they wanted to get away.
Hannah watched the boats until
after dark and most everyone had left
the pier. Then she stood up and
walked down the nearest ramp to a
mahogany boat that was tied to the
dock. She looked around to see if
anyone was watching. They weren't.
She unhooked a corner of the boat's
cover and slipped in under. In the dark.
she felt canvas, pulled it and place it
under her head. Her knees were forced
to rest close to her chest and the area
smelled like gasoline. Does Dutch
wonder where I am? she thought.
What will he think when Stephanie
shows up without me? The boat rocked
and lulled her to sleep.
When Hannah awoke, it sounded
like peas were dropping on the boat's
cover, one or two at first then a steacLy._,...
drumming. The boat bumped, again
and again, against the wharf. She rose
onto her elbow and peeked out from
under the cover--it was raining, the
sky was grey and the sea was rough. I
wonder if Stephanie is home yet, she
thought. For a moment, she wished
she was home in her kitchen;
Stephanie would be rubbing against
her legs as she made the coffee and
Dutch would .... I'd rather die than go
buck, she thought.
She pushed the cover back a little,
looked around and then eased her way
out onto the dock. She stood up, flexed
her knees and swung her arms. She
was stiff all over.
"Hey you!— a man yelled. She
turned around, rain hit her face, and
looked up onto the landing. A
policeman in a yellow slicker was
looking down at her. "You own that
boat there?" he asked pointing to the
mahogany vessel. He started down the
ramp toward her.
"No," she said,.-
"You were trespassing then?"
"I needed a place to sleep. I didn't
hurt it any."
"You were trespassing," he said.
—Come with me. You can't use these
boats unless you have,, the owners'
say-so." He motioned 1nnah up off
the dock ahead of hiñk and he
mumbled into his walkie-ta ie.
After about 10 minutes, a patrol car
pulled up in front of them and kannah
was directed into the back seat as if
she was a common criminal. Therethe
policeman drove two blocks to a large
brick building. The police station, on
the first floor, was not much larger
than her kitchen; it had one desk, one
officer and some files.
"Caught her getting out of one of
the boats," the patrolman said to the
officer behind the desk. "Must have
been there all night by the looks of
her."
The officer glanced up at Hannah.
"Do you have a restroom?" she
asked.
"Through that door," he said. He
pointed to a door in the back of the
room.
She went into the tiny room and
locked the door. In the mirror, her wet,
wrinkled fact looked pale and her
straight hair hung from her part as if it
were a string mop. I must have lost my
bandana in the boat, she thought. She
took her sweater, jersey and bra off,
washed as good as she could with a
paper towel, then she put them on
again as if she had just gotten out of
bed. In front of each ear, she tried to
push her hair into waves. When she
left the restroom, she felt better.
The patrolman had left. The officer
behind the desk said, "Have a seat,
Mam." He motioned to a chair placed
next to his desk so he could look her in
the eyes. "What is your name?" he
asked.
"Alice Blackman."
"Now, tell me. What's a nice lady
like you doing trespassing all night in a
_boat?"
"I was hitching my way to Rockland
to visit my sister. She is sick. It got too
dark to travel so I had to spend the
night in Camden. I climbed into the
boat because I was tired and cold."
she said. "I didn't hurt anything."
"That's beside the point. We can't
have people trespassing," he said.
"It's the law. Take a seat over by the
window until I find out what we are
going to do with you. We don't have
facilities here for someone like you."
Suddenly, the station door swung in
and a middle-aged man wearing a
silver-colored slicker entered the
room. His smooth, shaven face and
neatly combed hair was wet and water
dripped off his coat. "Could you tell
me where the newspaper office is?" he
asked the officer.
"We don't have a daily paper," the
officer answered. "Just the Camden
Herald. Comes out once a week."
• Th6-stranger shook his head. A lock
of wet hair broke loose and swung
down onto his forehead; he pushed it
back into place. "I'm in a bind," he
said. "My family sailed in late last
night. We're on our way to New
Brunswick, and our cook met her
boyfriend and they ran off. I have to be
back in New York City by the last of
August and from there we sail on to
the Virgin Islands for the winter. God
knows how much time I'll waste here
looking for another cook."
Hannah, who had been listening,
walked up to the man. "Excuse me,
sir," she said. "I'm looking for work.
I'm a good cook. Been cooking good
solid down to earth meals for
thirty-eight years."
"Hold on," the officer said and
ted at Hannah. "You said you
weIe on your way to visit your sick
sister."
"I said that so you 'wouldn't ask me
too many questions."
The officer looked toward the visitor
and motioned his head at Hannah.
"Caught her trespassing," he said.
"She slept in a boat tied to the pier."
The stranger looked back at her.
"My name is Hannah Bumpus," she
said. lied to the officer because I
didn't want him to know that I didn't
have a place to stay. I've left my
husband and I'm looking for a life of
my own. I need work real bad. Let me
cook dinner for you and if you aren't
pleased, don't hire me."
He turned to the officer and asked,
"What are the charges?"
"Actually, I haven't gotten around
to making out the papers so there
aren't any charges if you want to take
her off my hands."
The man reached into his pants
pocket and pulled out a roll of bills. He
counted out two hundred dollars and
passed them to her. "Buy, some
clothes," he said. "Be at the landing
at 4:30 p.m." Then he turned and
started for the door.
"What's your name?" Hannah
asked.
"Maxwell Cohen," he called over
his shoulder. "You can call me
'Max.'"
At 4:30 p.m., the rain had stopped
and the sun was bright. Hannah,
dressed in a kelly-green and white
striped jersey, white slacks and
spotless white deck sneakers, stood on
the landing and waited. She got a
permanent with her hair fluffed
softly, like a poodle's, over the bows of
her sunglasses. Her arms squashed
packages against her body. A dingy
glided up to the dock with Max and a
young man who managed the motor.
The youth, who was introduced as Art,
took her packages and held her hand
as she stepped into the flat bottom
boat.
Art sat down at his place, turned up
the motor and the dingy raced toward
a sea-blue colored yacht that had
"Skeets" printed in white letters on
the side of the bow. Two masts rose
from the center of the craft and had
ropes dangling like twin flagpoles. Art
eased up close and Max grabbed the
rope ladder hanging over the side of
the vessel and climbed up and onto the
yacht and then he held his hand down
for Hannah. Art steadied the ladder
and she climbed up onto the shiny
teakwood deck. She looked back
toward Camden as she waited for her
packages to be put on board.
Max motioned. for Hannah to follow
him and he led her down four steps,
through the mahogany galley, into the
ship's living quarters. She reached out
and let her hand slide across the
stainless steel oven door as she passed
it on her way to her private quarters.
"You'll have to share your bunk with
the Princess," Max said. "She always
sleeps on this bed." On the tealfblue
bedspread Hannah saw a Persian cat
curled up like a white fur muff.
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A candid interview with R.E.M.
The difference between R.E.M. and other big groups
today -is melodies. While everyone else is trying to
produce hits, each with its own perfect hook, R.E.M. is
content just to write melodies.
Pete Buck is talkative. He's also R.E.M.'s lead
guitarist, and tonight he's half-asleep, his head propped
up against the base of a basketball locker. The show
ended half an hour ago and Buck is cordial through
eyelids fighting to stay open. The subject is melodies.
"I think that good songwriters are fairly universal. I
think Elvis Costello will be cool in five years. The
Gershwins are cool today. So are Lennon and
McCartney. It doesn't have anything to do with any
particular era. I just think there are good songwriters
and there are crummy songwriters, and there are trendy
people and there are non-trendy people. Hopefully,
we'll eventually be good songwriters and we're certainly
not trendy." ,
Buck is answering a question about R.E.M.'s sound
and its allusion to the rhythm guitars and three and
four part harmonies reminiscent of the sixties.
Individual note sequences are preferred to chords,
but Buck insists that's due to a conscious personal
preference and not any allegiance to the past.
"I like melodic playing. I hit a lot of chords, but I
prefer to break them down into interesting note
patterns. I really despise that heavy guitar sound that
sounds like a truck.
"We don't have any real obvious influences. I
guess the Velvet Underground and stuff like that, but I
don't think we're particularly sixties sounding."
Why then do the sixties come to mind when the
rolling piano in "Shaking Through" or the chime-like
guitars of "Stand Still" are heard?
"I guess some of the things that leave value in
songwriting performances were things that were
10
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Tom St. Amand
probably hip in the sixties; songs being concise and
fairly brief and fairly interesting. You would think that
would be fairly universal," Buck says. "Cole Porter
was fairly concise, and brief and interesting. A lot of
bands now aren't. I don't think we have so much of a
debt to the sixties as we probably tend to agree with
some of the things that were the hallmark of the sixties
R.E.M's Michael Stipe relaxes after concert with
the group's business manager.
sound."
R.E.M. hails from Athens, Georgia, the city that also
spawned the B-52's and Pylon. Buck credits Athens'
accomplishment to the lack of a complete
understanding of rock and roll.
"Athens has got kind of weirdly lucky that there
were a lot of people who were fairly creative who didn't
really listen to rock and roll as far as knowing history.
These bands just started playing music that was fun and
(,continued next page)
THE CENTER FOR
NORTHERN STUDIES
The only Astitution in the United States offering a comprehensive prorram
in Northern Studies. The goal of the Center is to prepare men and women
for responsible roles as northern pslicymakersoadministratsrs and scientists.
January Term Winter Ecology
Intensive field and lab work examin-
ing ataptations of polar plants and
animals to winter conditions in the
terrestrial and aquatic spheres.
Sumner Field Courses'
South Central Alaska, Newfoundland
Ind Labrador field trips.
Junior Year "Abroad"
A one year upper division course of
study on the natural and human sys-
tems of the circumpolar north.
Groduat• Studies
Individualized couFse. of study ar-
ranged with qualified northern
scholars.
c),W__
, O /0 3
2:&./1-5 67a,t240
-
...5it? dent Union_
PAN!"
GO.VAP_M_A&_41.4(7_•.t am)
Our Representative Will Be On Campus A
XCenter for Northern & oche.
Wolcott, VT 05680
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Let's Active drummer Sara Romweber and Michael Stipe contemplate r riu.3 s
show.
(continued from page 8)
went over well in other places. IL's not really a great
scene or anything. It could have been Boston or Texas.
Almost anywhere."
R.E.M. lead vocalist Michael Stipe walked through
the crowd before the show began, and only a few heads
turned to follow the thin man with his hands dug deep
into the pockets of heavy, black overcoat.
"It's nice being anonymous," Stipe says, his voice
barely above a whisper. "I like being able to walk
around without drawing attention to myself."
Stipe says he's happy the group was able to sign with
IRS records even if it means sacrificing some of his
anonymity.
"We were pretty much interested in IRS because they
were an independent label, which we wanted really
badly," Stipe says. "They (IRS) were small enough so
they wouldn't give us one chance and then completely
blow us out the door—which I think happens a lot with
the bigger labels—but they were large enough so that
they would be able to help us distribute our records,
and then do things like call up newspapers around the
country to set up interviews, and send people
information or whatever."
Stipe also likes IRS because it puts its money on
contemporary styles. a practice he says is not seen
often enough in the recording industry.
"There's a lot of contemporary bands that are
Ioming out or have been our for awhile that are just not
getting the recognition. Like from Boston, The Neats,
The Replacements, Pylon, the Minutemen, Rain
Parade, Dream ,Syndicate, Jason and the Nashville
Scorchers. Bands that are really exciting, really have
their head together as far as what they want to do,
where they want to go,"Stipe's voice is suddenly rising.
"And not out to make money. Not out to be
manipulated by some big record company.
The whole band is touchy about "big" labels, "big"
promoters and the vote groups often lose when they
sign a contract at the beginning of a career. So it's only
natural Buck almost growls when R.E.M.'s nine
opening acts for the Police last summer is mentioned.
N.
°I4
MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTIED TO SATISFY THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM
TACOS FIX/N'SWITH ALL THE
Plus *view 120 hot and cold Items
and our "Flx-Your-Ow.." Sunda*
cornor. You can't boat It,
MILLER'S
OTHER ROOM'
427 lLa.in, Street, Bazgior
Help Wanted
Viannis Pizza & Pub
is Coming to Orono
we will be interviewing
for.... waitresses
waiters
kitchen help
bartenders
Monday October 24 at the
Wedgewood Arms Motor Inn
from 2-6 in room I
(across from the Bangor Auditorium)
(experience is preferred but not essential)
again. It was the kind of thing we always despised
doing. We did it and got typed into it by a record
company, our booking agent and virtually everyone in
the world. It has nothing to do with rock and roll. We
got talked into it and we won't again." Final.
R.E.M. is halfway through a six-week tour with new
IRS client Let's Active. Mitch Easter, the man who
produced R.E.M.'s "Murmur" album, is the guitarist-
vocalist-leader of Let's Active. Their first record, a six-
song EP, is supposed to be released Oct. 14. Faster is
confident. The three woman, one man design of his
group is a nice surprise.
"It really just happened," he said "They were really
just the right men for the job. They liked the songs and
they knew what to do. I've been in other bands but this
one is the one that really has worked."
The group from North Carolina, has been together
for two years. Though they didn't have a contract until
recently they said they never had to play any bad places.
"We do have the Army base," bassist Faye Hunter
said on second thought.
"It was on Air Force base," Easter said.
"It was," drummer Sara Romweber said in
agreement.
"They wanted the Scorpions." Faye again.
Bassist Faye Hunter of Let's Active moves to the
beat after last Friday's show.
"They wanted rock and roll," Easter said. "The
guys on the base had dates who were pretty tough too.
One girl threw orange peels at me all night. She never
missed."
Hunter said, "This one girl caught us in the
bathroom and she said, 'I'm gonna be standing in
front. If I like ya I'll share some Jack Daniels with you
after. If I don't, you'll know it."
L & A Market
Mill St. Orono
The little guy tries harder
Best Beer prices in town
Coldest Beer in town
Comein,and see our discount prices
Busch Bar Bottles
24-12 oz. bottles
Pabst Bar Bottles
24-12 oz. bottles
Gallo Wine
All flavbr, 1.5 liter bottle
Coke
1 liter bottle
Pepsi & Diet Pepsi &
Pepsi Light & Mt. Dew
6-500 mi. bottle
$7.99
& tax/dep.
$7.50
& tax/dep.
$2.99
& tax/dep.
3/$1.00
& tax/dep.
$1.69
& tax/dep.
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The Three Stooges • • •
On a Saturday morning in the late 1960's, a small
boy curls up in a cotton blanket before a large
television and laughs uncontrollably for an hour.
The child, like many others in the Boston area, is
watching "The Three Stooges," those three funny
guys from "the old days." Moe, the one with the
sugar bowl hairdo, has just beaten brother Curly
over the head with a crowbar. (When it hits his head,
it makes a clanking sound like metal hitting metal.).
Curly whimpers and rubs his head. Moe walks
toward him. The viewer figures Moe will apologize,
but instead he screams, "Look what you did to the
crowbar! You ruined it!" The bar is mangled. He
slaps Curly across the face.
Curly replies, "I'm sorry Moe. It won't happen
again. It was an accident."
"I oughtta murder you!" Moe screams, but he
never does. And so it went, as we were treated to
three episodes in an hour.
Today, the Stooges are rarely seen on television
because the major networks have moved away from
the violence that filled the screen in the 1960s and
1970s and replaced it with sex. Some people probably
don't miss the Stooges who have been called the
wildest trio in the history of American
entertainment." When they were the number one
item on Saturday morning television in the early
1960s, critics claimed they were warping the minds of
children. After all, it was argued, children have
trouble distinguishing between violence on television
and reality. Countless stories were told, they said, of
children being injured because they "Saw the Stooges
do ti."
In defense of the trio, it was not their "doing" that
194 of their "movie shorts' appeared on television. A
greedy Columbia Piciures Corporation sold the film
Today, the Stooges are rarely seen
on television because the major
networks have moved away from
the violence...
rights to the major networks in 1959. Their contract
didn't require consent.
It should be noted that the Stooges' major
audience over the years consisted of adults. The three
were vaudeville comedians who performed in a
spontaneous theatre atmosphere that today's
television audiences could never understand. Their
bawdy, slapstick routines, their plays-on-words, their
song and dance routines, are part of a forgotten era
in entertainment, whose only legacy,the nightclub,
rarely holds up to this performing excellence.
The Stooges were remarkable comedians who
sustained their appeal for nearly 60 years. Each
decade spawned a new generation of fans who
delighted in their sense of absurdity.
Who were the Three Stooges? Actually, over their
45 year career, they were a team of six comedians.
The two men responsible for their creation were
Moses Horwitz (Moe Howard) and Ted Healy, a
childhood friend of the Horwitz family who later
became a successful vaudeville comedian.
In 1922, Healy and Howard joined forces,
performing at theatres around the country. In 1925,
Howard's older brother, Shemp, joined,the team and
shortly after, violinist Larry Fine joined.
In "Moe Howard & The Three Stooges",
published in 1977, Moe recalls how his brother
Shemp became one of the Stooges.
"It was 1925. I was just making my stage entrance
at the Orphium in Brooklyn when I heart an
unmistakable laugh cominig from the audience. It
was my brother Shemp. I turned to Ted and
whispered that Shemp was somewhere out there. Ted
walked into the tooth/0[s, peered into the darkened
(theatre, and said, ' I would like to have another
young man cope up here, preferably from
Brooklyn." Up tame Shemp, munching on a pear.
Grace Hayes was on the bill that day with her 10-
year
-old, Peter Lind. One of the songs in their act
was 'Du- Hands, Dirty Face." When Ted saw
Shemp oming, he had thq orchestra play Grace's
Inprisoned for selling beer during prohibition, the Stooges figure the) can paint themselves out
of jail. Can these cons quit clowning?
music. Shemp asked Ted if he'd like a bite of his
pear. Ted refused. Shemp tried to force it on him.
Ted smashed it over Shemp's face and the battle was
on. The routine was to become part of the act."
The team of Ted Healy, Moe Howard, Shemp
Howard, and Larry Fine became known as "Ted
Healy And His Three Southern Gents." They were
quite popular on the vaudeville circuit. In the early
days, they often performed with animals. Moe
Howard recallt a strange story of a cat routine that
went "stale."
"Healy came up with the bright idea of making
our entrance on stage with a dozen or more cats
following closely at our heals. I told Ted I'd locate
the cats, but he'd have to figure a way of training
them. My plan was to stand out in the front of a little
movie theatre on Eighth Avenue and when some kids
came out, I'd give them each 50 cents to bring a good
sized cat. I carried three cats up to the men's room(of
the Shubert Theatre) and tossed them in. By five
o'clock. there were sixteen cats every color, size and
description imaginable—all locked into the second
floor men's room.
"Now, I must make one essential fact, J.J Shubert
was deathly afraid of cats. Monday morning, we all
came in for rehearsal, under Shubert's eye. We had
just finished the first sketch when Mr. Shubert
Countless stories were told of
children being hurt because they
'Saw the Stooges do it.'
started for the men's room. As he opened the door,
sixteen angry cats jumped him. Shubert fainted. He
was taken to the hospital and revived but refused to
come back until the cats were taken away. We
emptied five cans of salmon in with them, just to
keep them quiet.
Later when we were transferred to the Century
Theatre to continue our rehearsals, the cats were
carried to the theatre and put in the basement. We
asked Zwickie, the caretaker for the Stevens
Brother's Wrestling Bear, to feed the cats. Before
long, a terrible stench began to permeate the theatre.
The smell got so bad we had to stop rehearsing. Ted
and I went down into the basement and found three
of the cats lying dead in the cage. When we opened it,
the rest of them took off as though they were shot
out of a cannon. I know for a fact that there were
relatives of those cats running around the Century
Theatre until it closed Many years later."
In 1932, Shemp Howard left "Ted Healy And His
Three Southern Gentlemen" to play the part of
Knobby Walsh in a series of Joe palooka films for
Vitaphone Studios. He was replaced by his brother
Jerome Horwitz, better known as Curly Howard.
Curly eventually became one of the greatest
comedians of the ;0th century. He was the spark plug
of the act. Moe Howard describes him.
Curly eventually became one of
the greatest comedians
of the 20th century
"As a young man, Jerome (later Curly) was an
accomplished ballroom dancer,spending much of his
time at the Triangle Ballroom rubbing shoulders with
future greats like George Raft: During his teens,
Curly usually was the life of any party. He had a
beautiful singing voice and was a very nice looking
young man with wavy Chestnut-brown hair." _
Moe said Jerome became known as Curly when he
shaved his head to become a Stooge in 1932. "He
looked and walked like a fat fairy," Moe said. "He
had four unsuccessful marriages and two children."
When he was 13, Curly shot himself in the ankle in
a hunting accident. Because he refused proper
medical treatment, he limped his way through life,
but he never let it interfere with his work.
In 1934, The Three Stooges, Moe, Larry and
Curly, broke away from Ted Healy, who by that time
had become an alcoholic and was declining as a
performer. They signed a seven-year contract with
Columbia to make 16 to 18 minute comedy films
which would be played between Columbia's feature
films. They were payed $7,500 per film and were
required to make eight films a year for a total of
$60,000 to be split three ways. They stayed with
Columbia for 24 years until 1959, the longest for any
team in Hollywood. They made 194 "shorts" five
feature films, and were nominated for an academy
award foetheir "short" "Men in Black."
Moe recalls his tenure with Columbia. "Although
we were with Columbia for over 24 years, our
contract was lucrative—for them and us. Columbia
made millions from the Stooges, although they put us
through the wringer each time our option came up. I
believe it was the waiting each year, sometimes until
the last moment, for Cotumbia to pick up our option
for an additional year that was so upsetting to me
and my family. And I found it had a great deal to do
with breaking down my self-confidence. The studio
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• • . never get old
painted a dire picture for the future of the Stooges'
comedies. Years later, I found out that the Stooges'
films were always in tremendous demand all over the
country."
In the course of their careers, the Three Stooges
suffered numerous injuries because they rarely used
stunt men. Moe Howard summed it up when he said,
"We were Stooges, arid that was what we were getting
paid for, getting what little brains we had knocked
out." The truth is the trio were dedicated
professionals who believed the, show must go on
despite any nagging injuries. During World War II,
they performed at every Army, Navy and Air Force
base between Maine and Pensecola, Florida. Over
the years, they donated the proceeds from hundreds
of shows to charity.
On May 14, 1946, tradgedy struck the trio. Moe
In the course of their careers,
the Three Stooges suffered
numerous injuries because they
rarely used stuntmen
Howard recalls the day. "Curly sat in director Jules
White's chair waiting to be called to do the last scene
of the day, while I was finishing one for Larry. Curly
didn't answer. I went out to get him and found him
with his head dropped to his chest. I said 'babe'—I
sometimes called him by his childhood nickname.
Curly looked up at me and tried to speak; his mouth
was distorted and speech would not come. Tears
rolled down his cheeks, and soon there were tears
running down mine. I thought my heart would break.
I immediatley knew that he had had a stroke. 1 put
my arms around him and kissed his cheek and
forehead. He squeezed my hand, but couldn't say a
word.-Curly remained in ill health for six years,
having addition'at —strokes, and passed away in
January, 1952, at the age of fourty-nine.
Moe described some of the reasons contributing to
Curly's death. "He drank too much liquor. After his
gun accident as a teenager, he was in quite a bit of
pain when he stood too long. The fact that he had to
shave his head was also a factor: he felt that he no
longer had any appeal for the fair sex, so he drank to
The Stooges inspect their newly acquired racehorse 'Thunderbolt.' It seems there's no
handicap for camel racing, so the boys are naturally shocked.
give himself the courage to approach any young lady
that appealed to him."
Curly was replaced by his older brother Shemp,
who had been one of the original Stooges back in the
Shemp was a good comedian also,
but most critics agree that no one
ever matched Curly's performances.
1920's. Shemp was a good comedian also, but most
critics agree that no one ever matched Curly's
performances. Shemp played with the trio until his
, own death on November 23, 1955. He was replaced
by Joe Besser who stayed with the Stooges until 1959
when the trio's cbntract with Columbia expired. In
)
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Seniors!!
Will be Shot On Sight
That's right ! Philomena Baker of Baker
Studios in Hampden will be on campus
Mon., October 24 - Fri., November 11 to
shoot senior portraits.
Sign up for your appointment
in the Senior Skulls Room
3rd floor Memorial Union
Sittings are
FREE!!
• • • •
1960, Curly Joe Derita became the sixth man to
become a Stooge. The trio made five feature films
from 1960 to 1965.
In 1971, during the filming of television pilot called
"Kook's Tour", Larry Fine suffered a stroke and the
project was abandoned. Shortly after, the Stooges
disbanded, ending more than 45 years together as a
team.
During the 1970s, Moe Howard embarked on a
nation-wide lecture tour visiting hundreds of
colleges. He lectured, not because he needed the
money, but to satisfy the enthusiasm of thousands of
young people who were caught in a rebirth of
Stooges' nostalgia.
Moe Howard appeared several times on the "Mike
Douglas Show" where he continued to throw pies
and act like a Stooge. He was well into his seventies,
but it hardly showed.
In 1975, Moe Howard died while writing "Moe
Howard & the Three Stooges," bringing down the
curtain for the final act. He was 78.
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Passkey's First in its Class
why? Instant cash withdrawals, deposits. account transfers, ever
oalance inquiries all at the push of a button, 24 hours a day,
365 days a year
And best of all, Passkey's free with any checking account at an
Depcsitors or Canal office
Member FIDC
Why the
Down Under?
Reincarnation and deja vu have
never really been my thing, but there
have been times when I have had a
strong affinity for people or places
without understanding why. Australia
'is not one of those places. Yesterday,
however, something happened which
made me wonder if it should be.
As I was walking across the
roped-off area (the ex-parking lot)
behind Hauck Auditorium, a woman
approached me. I'd seen her walking
on the other side of the lot, but wasn't
really conscious of her. Now I looked at
her expectantly, a little resentfully. I
was in a hurry, late for an
appointment. Never mind, I consoled
myself, she's lost. She only wants to
ask directions. I stopped, poised and
ready to point the way to North
Stevens. She was just a few feet away
now, and appeared a little timid.
"Excuse me," she said, "are you
the lady from Australia?"
OH MY GOD. Am I the lady from
Australia? What sort of sadistic games
are you into? I have an interview in 20
minutes, and now you've gone and
thrown me into an identity crisis; made
me stand in this parking lot and
wonder whether I'm from Australia.
I closed my eyes. Let's see,
Australia. It's somewhere below the
East Indies. I tried to visualize it; vast
flatlands. cattle, Aborigines, terrific
lightning storms. Could I be from
there? Strange, it had never occurred
to me.
I had often thought I might be from
France—I love the fashions, the
perfume, the cafes. Then again, Brazil
.is nice. I pictured myself chasing
multi-colored birds through the
Amazon. And there's always Africa.
Conrad's old stomping grounds are
very intriguing. But then...Australia
doesn't sound so bad.
opened my eyes. "Yes," I said
angrily. "I've been waiting for you
here for nearly two hours. Why are you
late?" The woman stared at me,
shocked. I continued, "And why did
you ask me to come all the way from
Australia to meet you in a parking lot?
It's pouring, I'm soaked, and my shoes
are ruined, what kind of joker are
you?"
Now suspicious, the woman peered
at me. "You're not the lady from
Austlia," she said. "I'm sorry."
She began to walk away, but by now
I was screaming. "Do you know how
much these shoes cost in Australia?
We have inflation there.. .and terrible
droughts.. .and lightning storms. Life
in Australia isn't easy!" She was
gone.
It must have been only a few
minutes, but it seemed like a long time
before I noticed the rain had stopped.
The woman was already forgotten, and
I begun to consider another, more
urgent problem: how to get back to
Australia.
Debra Davenport is a senior journal-
ism major who wonders what life in
Australia is really like.
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Double Take
DEBRA DAVENPORT
The Axe falls
Once again the parade of UMO's clubs andorganizations have begun to march throughthe student senate in search of funding.
Only this year, someone's raining on their parade.
It has become the habit of the senate to drastically
cut the budgets of these groups, some as much as
$5,000. What's the reason for the cuts? The answer is
simple: The senate just doesn't have the money.
Tony Mangione, senate president, and Mike
Bernard, vice president for financial,effairs have
both said the same thing: The senate cannot give
what it doesn't have. For this reason, with a few
exceptions, all clubs and organizations will be getting
somewhere between $.500 to $800. That is it.
The clubs get their funding through the $15 activity
fees paid by students. Approximately $120,000 is
first distributed to the boards and committees within
student government and approximately $30,000 goes
toward senate funding.
During the past two years, the senate did not have
such budgetary problems. Why the crunch this year?
Mangione said that in the past the senate has had a
surplus built up from past student government
administrations, of up to $30,000. This money,
added to the remaining activity fee money created a
sizeable funding chunk.
Mangione said two developments helped to
eradicate this year's surplus. First, the senate spent
more money last year on funding than in previous
years. There were many more requests for funding,
some of which were emergency in nature and -
required a sizeable portion of the surplus. The senate
also purchased and installed a computer system to
help it deal with the large amounts of money it
handles.
Second, student government had planned on a
larger enrollment this year. A larger enrollment
means more activity fee money. But Mangione said
enrollment remained at about 10,000 students.
Consequently, no surplus developed.
The lack of this money has left the senate with its
original figure of $30,000 gathered from the activity
1;
k.i.11110 3"."'"""".." 
•
fee. Bernard told the senate $10,000 must be kept in
unrestricted funds. This brings the total down to
$20,000.
Twenty thousand dollars may sound like a lot of
money, but it's not. The senate has to contend with
the budgets of over 40 clubs and organizations. Forty
divided into $20,000 is $500 per club. The Club
Sports Advisory Committee, composed of 10 athletic
clubs, submitted a request of $18,118.88. So much
for $20,000. What about the remaining 30
organizations?
It should be obvious who is losing out when the
Club Sports Advisory Committee submits an
$18,000-plus budget and gets $8,600. The students
are. It is the students who make up these clubs, and it
is the students who will not be able to participate if
their club doesn't get the funding it needs to survive,
let alone compete.
And it is the senate which is becoming the
scapegoat. It will be the senate that has to draw the
line as to who gets money and who doesn't. As
Mangione said, it can't give what it doesn't have.
The answer to the funding question is to raise the
activity fee. The fee can be raised by a referendum
vote approved by the students. UMO has one of the
lowest activity fees of all New England colleges. If
the fee was raised from $15 to $25 it would give the
senate $100,000 with which to fund. Maybe then
clubs and organizations that corn to the GSS could
buy some of the equipment they say they need, and
maybe more students would be able to participate.
Finally it is disheartening to realize that if students
want more out of their college they will be forced to
dig deeper into their pockets. But as the budget axe
falls in the senate, it is a choice that will have to be
made.
Ab/vtiltt
-
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when writing
i he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
No offense intended
Editor's note: The following
letter was written to Vice
President for Student Affairs
Tom Aceto in response,, to a
letter he wrote taking
exception to a Stroh Light beer
advertisement that appeared in
the Maine Campus.
Dear Mr. Aceto:
I am replying to your letter
dated Sept. 20, regarding the
Stroh Light Beer advertise-
ment that appeared in the
Maine Campus. The ad's
intent was not that of
promoting any malice, i.e.,
cheating or "boozing it up" as
you -put it. The purpose was,
as you suggested, to
intelligently promote our
product.
Colonial Distributors'
posture toward any of the
products we sell has always
been to promote its products
without suggesting or condon-
ing excessive alcohol consum-
ption. If the advertisement did
offend anyone, we sincerely
apologize, for that was not the
purpose behind the ad. We—
will attempt to be more
judicious in the selection of
future ads so as not to offend
any of our customers or future
customers.
Your comments are apprec-
iated, as well as any future
comments you may want to
share with us.
Scott H. Oliver
General Manager
Colonial Distributors, Inc.
Waterville
Plants are beings too
To the editor:
After reading the letter
concerning the moose hunt
(Campus. 9/21/83). I was
interested in what the author
people to do your killing and
butchering make you feel
better than the hunters that do
it themselves?
If you are a vegetarian, bear
in mind that plants are alive
had for lunch. I hope it wasn't too. There is no logical or
meat. After making the—bioTogicirfeason fol. assigning
statement, "We have no 'right a greater "value" to animal
to kill moose or any other— life than plant life.
--animal for our own use." that
would be the height of Chet MacKenzie
hypocrisy. Does paying other Murray Hall
Don't look now, but heavy metal lives
To the editor:
I am writing this letter
because I am sick and tired of
hearing about R.E.M. and
New Wave music in general.
Maybe you people have been
too busy to notice the
tremendous increase in the
popularity of heavy metal
music. Def Leppard has
appeard on American
Bandstand and was featured
in People magazine, and many
other heavy metal bands are
_receiving air play on primarily
"pop" radio stations. So why
have the Maine Campus,
WMEB and the SEA concert
committee ignored these
bands and their music?
I am not saying that there is
anything wrong with Punk or
New Wave music, but there
are students at UMO who
happen to like heavy metal
(check out 2nd floor
Chadbourne sometime!). I am
not talking about the Satanic
heavy-metal of Black Sabbath
or NOzzy Osbourne, but the
kind of heavy metal even your
little sister can enjoy like Quiet
Riot, Night Ranger or
Scorpions. Heavy metal has
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been ignored at UMO, for too
long and something should be
done about it. I am certain
Quiet Riot (who will appear in
Portland in November) would
have drawn more than the 700
people who attended the
R.E.M. concert.
Maybe WMEB should
experiment with some heavy
metal music. After all, a
portion of our communications
fee does go into their pockets,
so why can't we have some
music for everyone?
Tim Courtois
Millinocket
Cbmmentary
Although it's a function of a residentassistant to let students into their lockedrooms, it's more a responsibility of the
students to remember their room keys.
Fifty cents is not kri overwhelming sum of
money to be charged to get into one's locked
room, but there shouldn't be any charge. There
isn't any university policy prohibiting charging,
but it does go against some unwritten rules which
should be upheld to maintain the respect of an
R.A. staff. One such rule involves the principle of
staff unity which includes respect and honesty
among the staff members. Charging 50 cents
works against this principle of staff unity.
In Cary Olson's article in the Maine Campus
(10/14/83), Joe Keene, a Somerset Hall R.A. was
quoted as saying, "The second time it happens I
tell them it's going to cost them 50 cents, and they
get another R.A." This provokes students to seek
an R.A. who won't charge them which causes
problems in maintaining staff unity. The R.A.
who doesn't charge takes the burden of opening
doors while those who do are neglecting their
responsibility to the students.
As an R.A., I realize that we skiuldn't unlock
doors at the drop of a hat, but if we're on duty or
On growing up
not too busy, we should. Don't get me wrong; I've
asked numerous students if they've asked their
own R.A. first, and if they haven't, I see that they
do. Students should realize that only the R.A. on
their floor has a sub-master to let them in their
rooms. When students ask a different R.A. it's a
hassle because he or she must go to the mail room
and get the master key and then return it after
opening the door. That's why students get the
"evil eye" when they ask R.A.'s on other floors.
John O'Grady, Somerset Hall resident director,
said the idea of charging 50 cents was to "generate
a sense of responsibility" in the students. How can
50 cents instill responsibility in students? When
you look at what 50 cents can buy it's almost a
useless sum of money: two games of Pac-man, a
soda or a couple pencils.
Tony Lamberton, a Gannett Hall R.A., said a
more effective way of dealing with students who
forget their keys more than once is to tell them to
wait for their roommate. This will make any
student think twice before leaving without their
room key.
I'm happy to hear from a reliable source that
Scott Anchors, Hilltop complex director, has
Jim Emple
prohibited this charging practice in Somerset Hall.
Hopefully this precedent will be followed by other
C.D.s and R.D.s who may have considered a
charging policy. It's true that opening locked
doors is a problem, but charging 50 cents is
definitely not helping the students to develop
responsibility or for R.A. 's to develop staff unity.
From now on, students might hear, "Wait for
your roommate to return." After hearing this
once, students will most likely become more
responsible with their keys when leaving their
rooms.
College is the place for people to grow and
develop into adulthood. Responsibility is a major
part of this growing process.
When you forgot your pencil in second gradb.it
was one thing, but when you forget your key in
college it's another. When you have your own
house, don't come screaming to me when you
forget your key, because I'll tell you to wait for
your spouse.
Jim Emple is an R.A. in Gannett Hall. He is a
junior journalism major fron Bangor.
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Circuit
Discrimination can be beaten
If you've been discriminated against regarding
employment, housing or access to public
accommodations because of your race, color, sex,
religion, ancestry or a physical or mental
handicap, the Maine Human Rights Act can
provide you with legal means for rectifying the
matter. The Human Rights Act can also help you
SLS Notes
Jamie Eves
out if you've been discriminated against because
of your age or marital status when applying for
credit.
The usual first step to take if you thi9k that you
have been unlawfully discriminated against is to
file a complaint with the Human Rights
Commission. This must be done within six months
after the alleged act of discrimination.
The commission will investigate your case to
find out if there actually was, in their opinion,
unlawful discrimination involved. If the
commission, after investigation, does not think
that there was any unlawful discrimination, they
can dismiss your case. If they find that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that unlawful
discrimination did occur, they will attempt to get a
remedy for you.
Unless there are reasons that warrant an
immediate solution to your problem, the
commission will firs!. attempt to settle the matter
out of court. If, however, the situation needs to be
remedied immediatley—for example, if you've
lost your job or have been evicted because of
discrimination—the commission will file suit in
Superior Court right away. Otherwise, they will
not file suit unless their attempts to get an out of
court settlement have failed.
If your case does go to court, and if the court
finds that you were indeed a victim of unlawful
discrimination, the court will order appropriate
remedies. Such remedies can include an order to
rehire you if you were fired because of unlawful
employment discrimination, or an order for a
landlord to rent an apartment or house to you that
he wouldn't before because he was discriminating
against you. There are many other remedies that
the court can order for you, including payment of
damages to you of up to $1,000 by the person or
persons who discriminated against you.
You don't always have to go through the
Human Rights Commission to get a solution to
Our case, but there are advantages to contacting
the commission first. For example, if you file suit
yourself without first filing a complaint with the
' commission and having your case dismissed by the
commission, the court can, if you win, order a
remedy to your problem (such as ordering your
former employer to rehire you) but the court
cannot award you attorney fees or damages.
Communique
Thursday Oct. 20
TIAA-CREF Discussion. Private Dining Room,
Stewart Commons. Noon.
Noon Prayer. Sponsored by MCA. Drummond Chapel,
Union. 12:10 p.m.
Sandwich Cinema. "In a Rehearsal Room" and "John
Muir's High Sierra." FFA Room, Union. 12:25 p.m.
Thursday Club Welcome Reception. President's
House. 2- 4 p.m.
Stretching Your Dollars Series. Dale MacDonald and
Eleanor Lizzote: "The Ins and Outs of Your University
Benefits Package." Bangor Lounges, Union. 3:15 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. "SPSS—X, the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences." Final session. 100 Jenness. 3:30
p.m.
Poetry Hour. David Bosworth. Sutton Lounge, Union.
3:30 p.m.
Film and Discussion. "Beyond War." Sponsored by
MPAC. FFA Room, Union. 4-6 p.m.
Botany and Plant Pathology Seminar. Dr. Richard
Jagels, Forest Resources: "Biological Interpretation
Through Stereological Analysis." 113 Deering. 4:10
p.m.
Amnesty International Meeting. Union. 7 p.m.
UMO Judo Club. Gymnastics Room, Memorial Gym. 7
-9 p.m.
IDB Movie. "Midnight Express." 130 Little. 7 & 9 p.m.
Maine Masque Theatre. "Mary Stewart." Hauch
Auditorium. Admission. 8:15 p.m.
History/Political Science Discussion. Professor
Tommie Sue Montgomery, Ithaca Collgeg:
"Demystifying the Revolution: the El Salvador Case."
100 Nutting. 8:15 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 21
Career Planning and Placement Workshop.
"Interviewing Techniques." Career Planning Seminar
Room, Wingate. 11 a.m.
BCC Film. "With Babies and Banners." BCC Student
Union. 11:30 a.m.
Film and Discussion. "Vietnam: A Television
Documentary." Lown Rooms, Union. Noon.
Informal Presentation. Dr. Tommie Sue Montgomery,
Ithaca College: "Women in Latin America." Sutton
Lounge, Union. 2 p.m.
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The specifics of the Human Rights Act are in
Title 5, section 4551 and following of the Maine
Revised Statutes Annotated, and are available for
you to read in the Fogler Library.
Jamie Eves is a paralegal at Student Legal
Services.
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Sports
Newcomb 's hat trick leads Bears over Husson
by Paul Cook
Staff Writer
Freshirian striker Chris'
Newcomb scored his second hat
trick of the season in leading the
UMO soccer team to a 7-1
trouncing of Husson, Tuesday
afternoon in Bangor.
Newcomb's three goals were
more than enough for the fired
---uR_Maine offense. The Cumber-
land- ident had scored three
goals in a e earlier in the
season, On Sept. against New
Hampshire College. \
Maine, now 7-6 on the year,
also set a record for the most
goals by a UMO soccer team in
one season. The previous record
was 26 goals set two years ago.
The Bears now have -71 -Ori the
year after the seven-goal blitz
against the Braves_
Newcomb has scored nine
goals thus far in only 11 games,
and was responsible for getting
the Bears attack rolling after it
had been shut out twice last
week.
Maine scored twice in the first
half, with Newcomb earningboth
tallies. Ron Robillard assisted on
one, while the other was
unassisted.
John O'Connor scored Maine's
first goal of the second half,
unassisted. Peter Bouchard
added two goals and Andy
Connolly one. Newcomb's last
goal, to complete the hat trick,
was assisted by O'Connor.
Black Bear coach Jim Dyer
explained Maine's performance.
"Husson didn't play that well
and they had one of their key
players missing (fullback Cecil
Bain). Also, our guys were ready
to play and kept the pressure
on," Dyer said.
Freshman goalie David Roy
got the start for Maine and
allowed only one goal, off the
foot of Husson's Rallis Macrides.
Roy had 10 saves on 12 shots.
Meanwhile.„ the Bears peppered
Husson goalie . .dy Maier with
25 shots.
Dyer is pleased with t ay
the Bears have grown tin
season.
"We still have three games
left and we have seven wins. The
most wins a soccer team has ever
had was eight and we'd like to
equal that. We'd like to set the
record to show people we've
turned the corner. We've got no
way to go but up. Things are very
positive for the future," he said. Chris Newcomb scored three goals Tuesday.(Aro011itp
Field hockey women upend Farmington
by Kevin Foster
Staff Writer
The UMO women's field hockey
team raised its season record to
4-7-3 Wednesday with a 3-1 victory
over the University of Maine at
Farmington.
The scoring started for Maine at
6:11 into the first half when leading
scorer Gina Ferazzi knocked a rebound
shot past UMF goalie Cindy Archer.
The goal was Ferazzi's 10th of the
year.
UMO was in control, keeping the
ball in UMF's end of the field for much
of the first half, but couldn't score
again - until sophomore Michelle
Fowler scored her second goal of the
year with 1:47 left in the half.
The half ended with UMO leading
2-0.
Both teams played on an even basis
in the second half until UMF closed to
-within a goal when Sue Hatch scored
her first goal of the year with 13:30 left
in the game.
UMO came back with 6:15 left in the
game when Michelle Lambert poked in
Michelle Lambert chases down the ball in field hockey action yesterday.
(Arnold photo)
her second goal of the season off an
assist from Nancy Nigro, to make the
final score 3-1.
UMO controlled the game statistic-
ally as they outshot UMF by an 18-2
margin. UMF goalie Archer had 15
saves and UMO goalie Kelly Goddard
had only two.
UMO coach Deb Davis said the
team "played pretty well, but not
excellent."
"We scored better than usual and
our attack was the best that it's been in
the last few games," she said.
We had pretty good control of the
ball, but we're going to have to keep it
out of the midde more," she said.
"Overall, all the girls had a pretty
good game."
If UMO wins its final game next
Tuesday at Colby, it should give the
team a good chance at going into the
state semi-finals as the second seed
which would give them the home field
advantage in the opening round.
The loss dropped UMF's record to
3-7-0.
Football player dismissed
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
Two University of Maine
football players have been disciplined
for violation of the program's rules.
The players have been identified as
backup halfback Mike Garcia and
fullback Gary Hufnagle. Garcia has
been dismissed from the squad while
Hufnagle has been suspended for one
game--the contest Saturday with
Connecticut. •
The Amherst Police Department
confirmed that the two above
mentioned UMO football players were
involved in an incident after the
UMO-UMASS game on Saturday
night.
Quarterback Rich Labonte has
completed 38 of 80 -passes for 448
yards and three touchdowns, while
throwing six interceptions. Reserve
quarterback Mike Beauchemin has
completed 22 of 36 passes for 281
yards and four touchdowns, while
throwing one interception.
Matt Walsh is the leading pass
receiver with 13 catches for 202 yards
and Paul Phelan is second with 11
catches for 134 yards.
Phelan is the leading rusher with
274 yards on 64 carries. Labonte is
second with 171 yards on 34 carries
and two touchdowns. Nick DiPaolo has
165 yards on 55 carries. Hufnagle has
165 yards on 30 carries. Beauchemin
has 59 yards on tg carries but he
has scored three touchdowns.
Dave Sanzaro has punted 27 times
for 1007 yards and a 37 yard average
per kick.
The leading punt returner is Chris
Boswell with a 10.2 yard average on
four returns.
The leading scorer is Clay Pickering
with three touchdowns and one
two-point conversion for 20 points.
Beauchemin has scored three touch-
downs running and has 18 points.
Place-kicker Jack Leone has 17 points
on eight extra points and three field
goals.
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DRAGON'S LAIR
New Laser Disc Video Game
Along With 40 Great Games
Stop By And Pick Up Your
STUDENT V.I.P. CARD
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Special: Card good for 3 FREE GAMES
Every Sunday
College Student VIP Card'
ENTITLES BEARER TO
2 FREE GAMES DAILY
AIRPORT MALL
Bangor ME
JUNE 15, 1984 
Birthday and Group Parties Available.
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Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted
Thrift ay
Food and Beverage Center
Orono's largest independent grocery and
beverage center
Meister
Brau
3.99
12 pack
12-12 oz. cans
Friday & Saturday only
Strohs
18.95
'A barrel
loo-lo oz. glasses
approximately
taps available
Old Mill
or
Genesee
6.99
Bar Bottles
24 Hour Special
Good from Friday 8 p.m. to
Saturday 8 p.m., Oct. 21-22
Limit one per custumer
FREE
2 liter
Coke
with purchase of 1-2 liter
coke or Tab
(GLASS ONLY)
plus tax & deposit
We reserve the right to limit quantities
While supplies last
Not responsible for typographical errors
Fly with the finest.
during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.
This is an excellent opportunity to prove your-
self amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi-
cer Commissioning Programs.
Maybe you can be one 
of us:Vhe lew: 
Vile proud: [he 
Marines.
See yov Marine Corps Officer Representative at Wells 'Commons on Oct. 18th, 19th, and 20th from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., or call collect 603-668-0830
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